
MAIL FORM AND ATTACHMENTS TO: 
State Water Resources Control Board 

DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS 

P.O. Box 2000, Sacramento, CA 95812-2000 
Tel: (916) 341-5300    Fax: (916) 341-5400 
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights 

 

PETITION FOR CHANGE 
 

Separate petitions are required for each water right.  Mark all areas that apply to your proposed change(s).  Incomplete 
forms may not be accepted.  Location and area information must be provided on maps in accordance with established 

requirements. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 715 et seq.)  Provide attachments if necessary. 
 

 Point of Diversion Point of Rediversion Place of Use Purpose of Use 
 Wat. Code, § 1701 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 791(e) Wat. Code, § 1701 Wat. Code, § 1701 

 

 Distribution of Storage Temporary Urgency Instream Flow Dedication Waste Water 
 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 791(e) Wat. Code, § 1435 Wat. Code, § 1707 Wat. Code, § 1211 
 

 Split Terms or Conditions Other 
 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 836 Cal. Code Regs., tit. 23, § 791(e) 

 
 Application Permit License Statement 
 
I (we) hereby petition for change(s) noted above and described as follows: 

 

Point of Diversion or Rediversion – Provide source name and identify points using both Public Land Survey System descriptions 

to ¼-¼ level and California Coordinate System (NAD 83). 
Present: 
 
Proposed: 
 

Place of Use – Identify area using Public Land Survey System descriptions to ¼-¼ level; for irrigation, list number of acres irrigated. 
Present: 
 
Proposed: 
 

Purpose of Use  
Present: 
 
Proposed: 
 

Split 
Provide the names, addresses, and phone numbers for all proposed water right holders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition, provide a separate sheet with a table describing how the water right will be split between the water right 
holders: for each party list amount by direct diversion and/or storage, season of diversion, maximum annual amount, 
maximum diversion to offstream storage, point(s) of diversion, place(s) of use, and purpose(s) of use.  Maps showing the 
point(s) of diversion and place of use for each party should be provided. 
 

Distribution of Storage 
Present: 
 
Proposed: 
 
 

Please indicate County where 

your project is located here: 
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Temporary Urgency 
This temporary urgency change will be effective from                                                to                                                     . 
 
Include an attachment that describes the urgent need that is the basis of the temporary urgency change and whether the 
change will result in injury to any lawful user of water or have unreasonable effects on fish, wildlife or instream uses. 
 

Instream Flow Dedication – Provide source name and identify points using both Public Land Survey System descriptions to ¼-¼ 

level and California Coordinate System (NAD 83). 
Upstream Location: 
 
 
Downstream Location: 
 
 
List the quantities dedicated to instream flow in either:          cubic feet per second  or            gallons per day: 
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
 
 
Will the dedicated flow be diverted for consumptive use at a downstream location?  Yes No 
If yes, provide the source name, location coordinates, and the quantities of flow that will be diverted from the stream. 

 

 

 

Waste Water 
If applicable, provide the reduction in amount of treated waste water discharged in cubic feet per second. 
 
Will this change involve water provided by a water service contract which prohibits  Yes No 
your exclusive right to this treated waste water? 
 
Will any legal user of the treated waste water discharged be affected?  Yes No 
 

General Information – For all Petitions, provide the following information, if applicable to your proposed change(s). 
 
Will any current Point of Diversion, Point of Storage, or Place of Use be abandoned? Yes No 
 
I (we) have access to the proposed point of diversion or control the proposed place of use by virtue of: 
 ownership lease verbal agreement written agreement 
 
If by lease or agreement, state name and address of person(s) from whom access has been obtained. 
 
 
 
Give name and address of any person(s) taking water from the stream between the present point of diversion or 
rediversion and the proposed point of diversion or rediversion, as well as any other person(s) known to you who may be 
affected by the proposed change.  
 
 
 

All Right Holders Must Sign This Form: I (we) declare under penalty of perjury that this change does not involve an 
increase in the amount of the appropriation or the season of diversion, and that the above is true and correct to the best of 
my (our) knowledge and belief.  Dated                                                 at                                                                  . 
 
 
 
______________________________________________ ______________________________________________ 
Right Holder or Authorized Agent Signature Right Holder or Authorized Agent Signature 
 

NOTE:  All petitions must be accompanied by: 

(1) the form Environmental Information for Petitions, including required attachments, available at: 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/publications_forms/forms/docs/pet_info.pdf 

(2) Division of Water Rights fee, per the Water Rights Fee Schedule, available at: 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/fees/ 

(3) Department of Fish and Wildlife fee of $850 (Pub. Resources Code, § 10005) 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
PETITION FOR PARTIAL ASSIGNMENT OF STATE FILING 18334 

 
ATTACHMENT A 

 
1. Water Right Application 18334 
 
The California Department of Water Resources (“DWR”) filed water-right Application 18334 on 
September 24, 1958, pursuant to a request from the Santa Cruz County Flood Control and Water 
Conservation District (the “District”).  DWR made this filing pursuant to Water Code section 
10500 at the request of the Santa Cruz County Flood Control and Water Conservation District 
(the “District”).  The application was for a permit to divert water from the Pajaro River at rates 
up to 200 cubic-feet per second (“cfs”) and 21,000 acre-feet per year (“af/yr”) for storage at the 
proposed Watsonville Dam.  Copies of the District’s September 11, 1958 transmittal letter and 
September 8, 1958 Resolution No. 591-58 are enclosed with this letter.   
 
Application 18334 was assigned in 1959 to the California Water Commission, in 1965 to the 
State Water Rights Board, and in 1967 to the State Water Resources Control Board (“SWRCB”).  
The SWRCB currently holds this application, as authorized and directed by Water Code section 
10504. 
 
The District’s resolution stated that the District’s Board of Directors believed that the various 
projects described in the resolution, including the Watsonville Dam project, would substantially 
solve the water supply problems of Santa Cruz County and not be incompatible with the 
California State Master Plan.  The District’s resolution further stated that the District was asking 
DWR to file the application for the purpose of protecting the interest of Santa Cruz County until 
such time as the proposed water development projects could be constructed.  
 
2. Creation of PV Water and Development of Basin Management Plan Update 
 
The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (“PV Water”) was created in 1984 by a special 
act of the California Legislature, the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Act, Stats.1984, 
c. 257, West’s Water Code Appendix, sections 124-101 to 124-1008.  PV Water’s purpose  is “to 
efficiently and economically manage existing and supplemental water supplies in order to 
prevent further increase in, and to accomplish continuing reduction of, long-term overdraft and 
to provide and insure sufficient water supplies for present and anticipated needs within the 
boundaries of the agency.”  (West’s Water Code App., § 124-102, subd. (f).)   
 
Over the past several decades, groundwater pumping for agricultural and municipal uses in the 
Pajaro Valley area has led to overdrafts of the aquifers beneath the Valley.  These overdrafts 
have led to intrusion of seawater into the aquifers along the coast and drops in groundwater 
levels inland, threatening the long-term viability of the Pajaro Valley’s groundwater supply and 
the economy that depends on it.  Existing supplemental supplies developed over the last decade 
have helped reduce the rates of overdraft and seawater intrusion, but more needs to be done to 
ensure the future of the Valley’s groundwater resources and economy. 
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In 2014, PV Water completed its Basin Management Plan Update (“BMP Update”), which 
consists of three main components and seven programs and projects.  The BMP Update 
concludes that conservation will provide over 40% of the reduced groundwater pumping needed 
to solve the basin problem.  Upgrades to recycled water storage, increased water deliveries and 
Harkins Slough recharge facilities will allow the community to obtain more water from existing 
infrastructure.  Supplemental water supply projects will provide new sources of water to replace 
the remaining amounts of groundwater pumping that need to be replaced to bring the 
groundwater aquifers into balance. 
 
3. College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project 

The College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project is the largest of the proposed 
supplemental water supply projects.  College Lake, located about one mile northeast of the 
Watsonville city limits, is a naturally occurring seasonal lake fed by Green Valley, Casserly and 
Hughes Creeks.  The lake outflows downstream through Salispuedes Creek to the Pajaro River.  
Historically, the College Lake Reclamation District (the “District”) has operated a low 
flashboard weir to prevent water from flowing upstream through Salispuedes Creek into the 
lakebed during times of high flows and when the District is pumping water from the lake.  The 
District normally has drained the lakebed during the spring of each year to allow row crops to be 
farmed on the lake bottom during the summer.  The District’s pumping has continued 
intermittently during the summer and fall as necessary to keep the lakebed dry while crops are 
growing.  
 
For the College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project, PV Water will construct a new 
adjustable weir approximately 100 feet downstream of the existing District weir.  This new weir 
will allow the Agency to raise the controlled College Lake level by 2.4 feet to an elevation of 
62.5 feet.  During the summer, PV Water will pump water from College Lake (including both 
direct diversions of water flowing into the lake and re-diversions of water previously stored in 
the lake) to a new water treatment plant.  PV Water will convey the treated water through a new 
pipeline to the Coastal Distribution System (“CDS”).  The water then will be conveyed through 
the CDS for deliveries to farmers who will use the water for irrigation in lieu of pumping 
equivalent amounts of groundwater.   
 
4. PV Water’s Petition for Partial Assignment of Water Right Application 18334 
 
As required by Water Code section 10504.01, this petition includes the Application to 
Appropriate Water in Attachment C.  This application requests a permit to be issued to PV 
Water.  The permit would authorize direct diversions at rates up to 30 cubic-feet per second and 
collection to storage of up to 1,764 acre-feet per year for the College Lake Integrated Resources 
Management Project.  PV Water requests that the SWRCB assign the part of Application 18334 
that is necessary for this application to PV Water.   
 
The proposed application that is included in this petition is for a permit to directly divert water 
from College Lake at a maximum rate of 30 cfs and to collect up to 1,764 af/yr to storage in the 
lake.  The total maximum combined amount of direct diversion plus collection to storage is 
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3,000 af/yr.  If the State Water Board grants this petition, then the State Water Board would 
continue to hold the remainder of Application 18334. 
 
The requested partial assignment of Application 18334 would not conflict with, and would be in 
furtherance of, the general and coordinated plan of development that DWR contemplated in 1958 
when it filed this application.  Although some of the details have changed since the District 
proposed the Watsonville Dam Project in 1958, the overall goal remains the same: to divert 
water from the Pajaro River watershed and to convey that water to growers in the lower Pajaro 
River watershed for irrigation purposes.  With these deliveries, these growers can reduce the 
amounts of groundwater they need to pump, which will help bring the groundwater basin into 
balance and reverse the current seawater intrusion.   
 
The water that will be diverted and used by the College Lake Project currently is not used and 
flows into the Pacific Ocean, and development of this project will not deprive Santa Cruz County 
(the only county in which this water originates) of any water necessary for its development.  
Development of this project is in the best interests of the people of the State of California 
because this project will help reduce the very serious groundwater overdrafts and seawater 
intrusion that currently exist in the lower Pajaro Valley. 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
PETITION FOR PARTIAL ASSIGNMENT OF STATE FILING 18334 

 
ATTACHMENT B 

 
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL  
AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 

RESOLUTION NO. 531-58 AND TRANSMITTAL LETTER 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
PETITION FOR PARTIAL ASSIGNMENT OF STATE FILING 18334 

 
ATTACHMENT C 

 
PROPOSED APPLICATION TO APPROPRIATE WATER 

UNDER PARTIAL ASSIGNMENT OF APPLICATION 18334 
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     APP 06/2009    

 

California Environmental Protection Agency  

State Water Resources Control Board 
Division of Water Rights 

P.O. Box 2000, Sacramento, CA 95812-2000 
Tel: (916) 341-5300    Fax: (916) 341-5400 

www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights 
 

APPLICATION TO APPROPRIATE WATER 
 
 

1. APPLICANT/AGENT 
 

APPLICANT ASSIGNED AGENT (if any) 

Name   

   

Mailing Address   

City, State & Zip   

Telephone   

Fax   

E-mail   

 

2. OWNERSHIP INFORMATION (Please check type of ownership.) 
� Sole Owner � Limited Liability Company (LLC) � General Partnership* 
� Limited Partnership* � Business Trust � Husband/Wife Co-Ownership 
� Corporation � Joint Venture � Other ____________________ 

 *Please identify the names, addresses and phone numbers of all partners.  
 

3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION  (Provide a detailed description of your project, including, but not limited 
to, type of construction activity, area to be graded or excavated, and how the water will be used.)  Add 
additional pages if needed and check box below and label as an attachment. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
����  For continuation, see Attachment No. ___ 

 

TYPE OR PRINT 
IN BLACK INK 
(For instructions, see 
booklet: “How to File an 
Application to 
Appropriate Water in 
California”) 
 

 

APPLICATION NO. __________ 
    

Alan B. Lilly

 Bartkiewicz, Kronick & Shanahan 

 36 Brennan Street       1011 22nd Street

 
Watsonville, CA 95076      Sacramento, CA 95816

831-722-9292       916-446-4254

 831-722-3139        916-446-4018

lockwood@pvwater.org      abl@bkslawfirm.com 

Brian Lockwood, General Manager 

X    public agency 

See Attachment 1

X       1

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 
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4. PURPOSE OF USE, DIVERSION/STORAGE AMOUNT AND SEASON 
   

DIRECT DIVERSION STORAGE 

AMOUNT 
SEASON OF 
DIVERSION 

AMOUNT 
SEASON OF 
COLLECTION 

a.     PURPOSE 
OF USE 

(irrigation, 
domestic, etc.) 

 
Rate 

(cfs or 
gpd)* 

Acre-feet 
per 

annum 

Beginning 
date 

(month & 
day) 

Ending 
date 

(month & 
day) 

Acre-feet 
per 

annum 

Beginning 
date 

(month & 
day) 

Ending 
date 

(month & 
day) 

        

        

        

        

 Total afa 
= 

  Total afa 
= 

  
����  See Attachment No. ___         * If rate is less than 0.025 cubic feet per second (cfs), use gallons per day (gpd). 
 

b.  Total combined amount taken by direct diversion and storage during any one year will be 
_________ acre-feet. 

c.  Reservoir storage is:  � onstream  � offstream  � underground  (If underground storage, attach 
Underground Storage Form.) 

d. County in which diversion is located: ____________________ County in which water will be used:  
 ______________________________ 

 

5. SOURCES AND POINTS OF DIVERSION/REDIVERSION 
a. Sources and Points of Diversion (POD)/Points of Rediversion (PORD): 

� POD / � PORD #____________________________________________________ tributary to 
__________________________________ thence __________________________________ 
� POD / � PORD #____________________________________________________ tributary to 
__________________________________ thence ___________________________________ 
� POD / � PORD #___________________________________________________ tributary to 
__________________________________ thence ___________________________________ 
� POD / � PORD #___________________________________________________ tributary to 
__________________________________ thence ___________________________________ 

 If needed, attach additional pages, check box below and label attachment 
 ���� See Attachment No. ___ 
 

b.   State Planar and Public Land Survey Coordinate Description: 
POD/ 
PORD 

# 

CALIFORNIA 
COORDINATES 

(NAD 83)  

ZONE 
 

POINT IS WITHIN 
(40-acre 

subdivision) 

SECTION TOWN-
SHIP 

RANGE BASE AND 
MERIDIAN 

  

 
           ¼ of            ¼ of        ¼ 

    

  

 
       ¼ of         ¼ 

    

  

 
       ¼ of         ¼ 

    

  

 
        ¼ of         ¼ 

    

If needed, attach additional pages, check box below and label attachment 
����  See Attachment No. ___ 

c.    Name of the post office most often used by those living near the proposed point(s) of diversion: 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Irrigation   30 cfs   3,000  Jan. 1     Dec. 31 1,764  Sept. 1 June 30

3,000     1,764

3,000

X

Santa Cruz

Santa Cruz and Monterey

X   1 Salispuedes Creek  

Pajaro River      Pacific Ocean 

X

1 

N 1,803,300

S 6,198,200  3     
NWNE   34   11S  2E MD

Freedom 
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6. WATER AVAILABILITY 
a.   Have you attached a water availability analysis for this project? � YES  � NO 
      If NO, provide sufficient information to demonstrate that there is reasonable likelihood that 

unappropriated water is available for the proposed appropriation: If needed, attach additional 
pages, check box below and label attachment. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

     ����  See Attachment No. ___ 

b. Is your project located on a stream system declared to be fully appropriated by the State Water 
Resources Control Board (State Water Board) during your proposed season of diversion?   
� YES  � NO 

c. In an average year, does the stream dry up at any point downstream of your project? � YES  � NO    
If YES, during which months? � Jan � Feb � Mar � Apr � May � Jun � Jul � Aug � Sep � Oct 
� Nov � Dec 

d. What alternate sources of water are available if a portion of your requested diversion season must 
be excluded because water is not available for appropriation? (e.g., percolating groundwater, 
purchased water, etc.) If needed, attach additional pages, check box below and label attachment 
________________________________________________________________________ 

      ����  See Attachment No. ___ 

 
7. PLACE OF USE 

a. 
IF IRRIGATED     USE IS WITHIN 

(40-acre subdivision) 
 

SECTION* 
 

TOWNSHIP 
 

RANGE 
 

BASE & 
MERIDIAN Acres Presently cultivated? 

 

         ¼  of         ¼ 
     

 

 � YES   � NO 
 

         ¼  of         ¼ 
     

 

 � YES   � NO 
 

         ¼  of          ¼ 
     

 

 � YES   � NO 
 

         ¼  of          ¼ 
     

 

 � YES   � NO 
 

         ¼  of          ¼ 
     

 

 � YES   � NO 
 

         ¼  of          ¼ 
     

 

 � YES   � NO 
 

           ¼  of        ¼ 
     

 

 � YES   � NO 
 

           ¼  of        ¼ 
     

 

 � YES   � NO 
 

Total Acres:   

     *Please indicate if section is projected with a “(P)” following the section number.  

����  See Attachment No. ___ Please provide the Assessor’s Parcel Number(s) for the place of use:  
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Project is:  � proposed, � partially complete or � complete (Year completed - _________________).     

 
Extent of completion: ______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Estimated amount of time in years it will take for construction to be completed:_________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Estimated amount of time in years it will take for water to be put to full beneficial use: ___________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

X

X   2

X

percolating groundwater, recycled water

X   2

X

none

5

10

X
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9. JUSTIFICATION OF AMOUNTS REQUESTED 
 

a.  � IRRIGATION:  Maximum area to be irrigated in any one year:                          acres. 
 

SEASON OF WATER USE CROP ACRES METHOD OF 
IRRIGATION 

(sprinklers, flooding, etc.) 

WATER USE 
(Acre-

feet/Yr.) 
Beginning 

date 
(month & day) 

Ending date 
(month & 

day) 
      

      

      

      ����  See Attachment No. ___ 

 
b.  � DOMESTIC:  Number of residences to be served: _________     Separately owned?  
 � YES  � NO  Number of people to be served: _________  Estimated daily use per person is: 

___________  gallons per day  Area of domestic lawns and gardens: ______________ square feet 
Incidental domestic uses: 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                          (dust control area, number and kind of domestic animals, etc.) 

 
a. � STOCKWATERING:  Kind of stock: ___________________  Maximum number: _____________  

Describe type of operation:________________________________________________________________ 
(feedlot, dairy, range, etc.) 

 

d.  � RECREATIONAL:  Type of recreation:  � Fishing  � Swimming  � Boating  � Other ________ 
 

e.  � MUNICIPAL: 
POPULATION 

List for 5-year periods until use 
is completed 

MAXIMUM MONTH ANNUAL USE 

Period Population Average daily 
use 

(gallons per 
capita) 

Rate of 
diversion 

(cfs) 

Average daily 
use 

(gallons per 
capita) 

Acre-foot 
(per capita) 

Total 
(acre-feet) 

Present 
      

       

       

       

       

      ���� See Attachment No. ___ 
 

Month of maximum use during year: ___________________   
Month of minimum use during year: ____________________ 

 

f.  � HEAT CONTROL:  Area to be heat controlled: _____________ net acres 
Type of crops protected: ___________________________________________________________ 
Rate at which water is applied to use: ______________________________________ gpm per acre 
Heat protection season will begin ______________________ and end _______________________. 

                                                                                        (month and day)                                                                      (month and day) 

g.  � FROST PROTECTION:  Area to be frost protected: _____________ net acres 
Type of crops protected:____________________________________________________________ 
Rate at which water is applied to use: _____________ gpm per acre 
The frost protection season will begin _______________ and end _______________. 

                                                                                                   (month & day)                                        (month & day) 

h.  � INDUSTRIAL:  Type of industry: ___________________________________________________ 

X

X   4
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Basis for determination of amount of water needed: ______________________________________ 
 

i.   � MINING:  Name of the claim: _______________________________  � Patented  � Unpatented 
Nature of the mine: _________________________  Mineral(s) to be mined: ___________________ 
Type of milling or processing:________________________________________________________ 
After use, the water will be discharged into ___________________________________ (watercourse) 

in _______ ¼ of _______ ¼ of Section ________, T ________, R ________, _____B. & M. 
 

j. � POWER:  Total head to be utilized: ________ feet 
Maximum flow through the penstock: _________ cfs  Maximum theoretical horsepower capable of 
being generated by the works (cfs x fall ÷ 8.8): ____________  
Electrical capacity (hp x 0.746 x efficiency): ___________ kilowatts at: _____% efficiency 
After use, the water will be discharged into _________________________________ (watercourse)  

in ____ ¼ of ____ ¼ of Section _______, T _______, R _______, _____B&M. FERC No.:________ 
 

k. � FISH AND WILDLIFE PRESERVATION AND/OR ENHANCEMENT:  List specific species and 
habitat type that will be preserved or enhanced: _________________________________________ 

 
l.   � OTHER:  Describe use: __________________________________________________________________ 

Basis for determination of amount of water needed: ______________________________________ 
 

10. DIVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION METHOD 
 

a. Diversion will be by gravity by means of: ______________________________________________ 
                                                 (dam, pipe in unobstructed channel, pipe through dam, siphon, weir, gate, etc.) 

b. Diversion will be by pumping from:__________________________________________________ 
(sump, offset well, channel, reservoir, etc) 

Pump discharge rate: __________  � cfs or � gpd    Horsepower: _________    
Pump Efficiency: _________ 

 

c.   Conduit from diversion point to first lateral or to offstream storage reservoir: 
TOTAL 

LIFT OR FALL 
CONDUIT 

(pipe or 
channel) 

MATERIAL 
(type of pipe or  
channel lining; 
indicate if pipe  
is buried or not) 

CROSS-SECTION 
(pipe diameter,  

or ditch depth and 
top and bottom width) 

(inches or feet) 

LENGTH 
(feet) 

feet +  or  - 

CAPACITY 
(cfs, gpd or 

 gpm) 

       

       

       

       ����  See Attachment No. ___ 

 
d.   Storage reservoirs:  (For underground storage, complete and attach underground storage form) 

DAM RESERVOIR 
RESERVOIR 

NAME 
OR 

NUMBER 
 

Vertical height 
from downstream 

toe of slope to 
spillway level 

(feet) 

Construction 
material 

Length 
(feet) 

Freeboard: 
dam height  

above spillway 
crest 
(feet) 

Surface  
area when  

full 
(acres) 

Capacity 
(acre-feet) 

Maximum 
water  
depth  
(feet) 

        
        
        

       ����  See Attachment No. ___ 
 

College Lake 

30  X

pipe  buried [   ] pipe  30 to 42 inches   200 0    -    30 cfs

College Lake 5.85  concrete  40        2.4      272  1,764       10.5       

X

See Attachment 7. 
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e.   Outlet pipe:  Complete for storage reservoirs having a capacity of 10 acre-feet or more. 

OUTLET PIPE 
RESERVOIR 

NAME 
OR 

NUMBER 
 

Diameter 
in inches 

Length 
in feet 

Fall: 
Vertical distance  

between entrance and  
exit of outlet pipe  

in feet 

Head: 
Vertical distance from  
spillway to entrance of 

outlet pipe in feet 

Dead Storage: 
 Storage below 

entrance of outlet 
pipe in acre-feet 

      
      
      

       ����  See Attachment No. ___ 
 

e. If water will be stored and the reservoir is not at the point of diversion, the maximum rate of diversion 
to off-stream storage will be ________ cfs.  Diversion to offstream storage will be made by:   
� Pumping  � Gravity 

 

11. CONSERVATION AND MONITORING 
a.  What methods will you use to conserve water?  Explain. 

____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

b.  How will you monitor your diversion to be sure you are within the limits of your water right and you 
are not wasting water?  � Weir  � Meter  � Periodic sampling  � Other (describe) 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12. RIGHT OF ACCESS 
a. Does the applicant own all the land where the water will be diverted, transported and used?    

� YES  � NO 
If NO, I  � do  � do not have a recorded easement or written authorization allowing me access. 

b. List the names and mailing addresses of all affected landowners and state what steps are being 
taken to obtain access: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

����  See Attachment No. ___ 
 

13. EXISTING WATER RIGHTS AND RELATED FILINGS 
a. Do you claim an existing right for the use of all or part of the water sought by this application?   
 � YES � NO  

If YES, please specify:  � Riparian    � Pre-1914   � Registration   � Permit   � License    
�  Percolating groundwater   � Adjudicated   � Other (specify) ____________________________ 

b. For each existing right claimed, state the source, year of first use, purpose, season and location of 
the point of diversion (to within quarter-quarter section).   Include number of registration, permit, 
license, or statement of water diversion and use, if applicable. 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
����  See Attachment No. ___ 
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c. List any related applications, registrations, permits, or licenses located in the proposed place of use 
or that utilize the same point(s) of diversion. 
__________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

����  See Attachment No. ___ 
 

14. OTHER SOURCES OF WATER 
Are you presently using, or do you intend to use, purchased water or water supplied by contract in 
connection with this project?  � Yes  � No   If yes, please explain:_________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
15. MAP REQUIREMENTS 

The Division cannot process your application without accurate information showing the source of 
water and location of water use.  You must include a map with this application form that clearly 
indicates the quarter/quarter, section, township, range, and meridian of (1) the proposed points of 
diversion and (2) the place of use.  A copy of a U.S.G.S. quadrangle/topographic map of your 
project area is preferred, and can be obtained from sporting goods stores or through the Internet at 
http://topomaps.usgs.gov.  A certified engineering map is required when (1) appropriating more 
than three cubic feet per second by direct diversion, (2) constructing a dam which will be under the 
jurisdiction of the Division of Safety of Dams, (3) creating a reservoir with a surface area in excess 
of ten acres or (4) appropriating more than 1,000 acre-feet per annum by underground storage.  
See the instruction booklet for more information. 

����  See Attachment No. ___ 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

 
Note: Before a water right permit may be issued for your project, the State Water Board must consider the 
information contained in an environmental document prepared in compliance with the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  This form is not a CEQA document.  If a CEQA document has not yet 
been prepared for your project, a determination must be made of who is responsible for its preparation.  If 
the State Water Board is determined to be responsible for preparing the CEQA document, the applicant will 
be required to pay all costs associated with the environmental evaluation and preparation of the required 
documents.  Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability and submit with this 
application any studies that have been conducted regarding the environmental evaluation of your project. 

 
16. COUNTY PERMITS 

a.  Contact your county planning or public works department and provide the following information: 
 

Person contacted: ______________________________  Date of contact: ____________________ 
Department: ___________________________________ Telephone: (______)________________ 
County Zoning Designation:  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Are any county permits required for your project?  � YES  � NO   If YES, check appropriate box 
below: 
� Grading permit   � Use permit   � Watercourse   � Obstruction permit   � Change of zoning 
� General plan change   � Other (explain): 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
b. Have you obtained any of the required permits described above?  � YES  � NO 
    If YES, provide a complete copy of each permit obtained. 
    ����  See Attachment No. ___ 
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17. STATE/FEDERAL PERMITS AND REQUIREMENTS 
a.   Check any additional state or federal permits required for your project: 
     � Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  � U.S. Forest Service  � U.S. Bureau of Land 

Management  � U.S. Corps of Engineers  � U.S. Natural Res. Conservation Service  � Calif. 
Dept. of Fish and Game  � State Lands Commission  � Calif. Dept. of Water Resources (Div. of 
Safety of Dams)   � Calif. Coastal Commission  � State Reclamation Board  � Other (specify) 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

          b.   For each agency from which a permit is required, provide the following information: 
 

AGENCY 

 

PERMIT TYPE 

 

PERSON(S) CONTACTED  

 

CONTACT DATE 

 

TELEPHONE NO. 

     

     

     

 ����  See Attachment No. ___ 
 

c.   Does your proposed project involve any construction or grading-related activity that has 
significantly altered or would significantly alter the bed, bank, or riparian habitat of any stream or 
lake?   � YES  � NO 

 If YES, explain: 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

 ����  See Attachment No. ___ 

b. Have you contacted the California Department of Fish and Game concerning your project?   
 � YES  � NO   If YES, name, telephone number and date of contact: 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
18. ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT 

a. Has any California public agency prepared an environmental document for your project?   
 � YES  � NO 
b. If YES, submit a copy of the latest environmental document(s) prepared, including a copy of the 

notice of determination adopted by the California public agency.   Public agency: 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

c. If NO, check the appropriate box and explain below, if necessary: 
 �  The applicant is a California public agency and will be preparing the environmental document.* 
 �  I expect that the State Water Board will be preparing the environmental document.** 

 �  I expect that a California public agency other than the State Water Board will be preparing the 
 environmental document.*   Public agency: __________________________________ 

 ����  See Attachment No. ___ 

*     Note: When completed, submit a copy of the final environmental document (including notice of 
determination) or notice of exemption to the State Water Board, Division of Water Rights and proof of 
payment of the State Clearinghouse filing fee.  Processing of your application cannot be completed until 
these documents are submitted. 

 

**   Note: CEQA requires that the State Water Board, as Lead Agency, prepare the environmental document.  
The information contained in the environmental document must be developed by the applicant and at the 
applicant’s expense under the direction of the State Water Board, Division of Water Rights. 
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19. WASTE/WASTEWATER 
a. Will your project, during construction or operation, (1) generate waste or wastewater containing such 

things as sewage, industrial chemicals, metals, or agricultural chemicals, or (2) cause erosion, turbidity 
or sedimentation?  � YES  � NO    

 If YES, or you are unsure of your answer, explain below and contact your local Regional Water Quality 
Control Board for the following information (See instruction booklet for address and telephone no.): 

________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

����  See Attachment No. ___ 

b. Will a waste discharge permit be required for your project?  � YES  � NO 
 Person contacted: _________________________________  Date of contact: _______________ 
c. What method of treatment and disposal will be used? ________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

����  See Attachment No. ___ 

20. ARCHEOLOGY 
a. Have any archeological reports been prepared on this project?  � YES  � NO 
b. Will you be preparing an archeological report to satisfy another public agency?  � YES  � NO 
c. Do you know of any archeological or historic sites located within the general project area?   
 � YES  � NO  If YES, explain: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

����  See Attachment No. ___  
 

21. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
Attach two complete sets of color photographs, clearly dated and labeled, showing the 
vegetation that exists at the following three locations: 
�  Along the stream channel immediately downstream from the proposed point(s) of diversion. 
�  Along the stream channel immediately upstream from the proposed point(s) of diversion. 
�  At the place(s) where the water is to be used. 
����  See Attachment No. ___ 

 

SUBMITTAL FEES 
 
Calculate your application filing fee using the “Water Right Fee Schedule Summary” that was enclosed in the 
application packet.  The “Water Right Fee Schedule Summary” can also be viewed at the Division of Water 
Rights’ website (www.waterrights.ca.gov).  
 
A check for the application filing fee, payable to the “Division of Water Rights” and an $850 check for the 
Streamflow Protection Standards review fee [Pub. Resources Code § 10005(a)], payable to the “California 
Department of Fish and Game,” must accompany this application.  All applicable fees are required at the 
time of filing.  If the application fees are not received, your application will not be accepted and will be 
returned to you.  Please check the fee schedule for any fee changes prior to submitting the application.  
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DECLARATION AND SIGNATURE  

 
I declare under penalty of perjury that all information provided is true and correct to the best of my knowledge 
and belief.  I authorize my agent, if I have designated one above, to act on my behalf regarding this water 
right application. 
 
______________________________________  _____________________________  _______________ 
                   Signature of Applicant                                      Title or Relationship                                    Date 
 
______________________________________  ________________________________  ____________ 
          Signature of Co-Applicant (if any)                            Title or Relationship                                    Date 
 

AApppplliiccaattiioonnss  tthhaatt  aarree  nnoott  ccoommpplleetteellyy  ffiilllleedd  oouutt  aanndd//oorr  ddoo  nnoott  hhaavvee  tthhee  aapppprroopprriiaattee  ffeeeess  
wwiillll  nnoott  bbee  accepted..    IInn  tthhee  eevveenntt  tthhaatt  tthhee  DDiivviissiioonn  hhaass  ttoo  rreettuurrnn  tthhee  aapppplliiccaattiioonn  bbeeccaauussee  
iitt  iiss  iinnccoommpplleettee,,  aa  ppoorrttiioonn  ooff  tthhee  aapppplliiccaattiioonn  ssuubbmmiittttaall  ffeeee  wwiillll  bbee  cchhaarrggeedd  ffoorr  tthhee  iinniittiiaall  
rreevviieeww..    

 

 

“APPLICATION TO APPROPRIATE WATER” CHECKLIST 
 
 

Before you submit your application, be sure to: 
 

� Answer each question completely. 
 

� Number, label and include all necessary attachments.   
 

� Include a legible map that meets the requirements discussed in the 
instruction booklet. 

 
� Include the Water Availability Analysis or sufficient information to 

demonstrate that there is reasonable likelihood that unappropriated water 
is available for the proposed appropriation. 

 
� Include two complete sets of color photographs of the project site. 

 
� Enclose a check for the required fee, payable to the Division of Water 

Rights. 
 

� Enclose an $850 check for the Streamflow Protection Standards review fee, 
payable to the Department of Fish and Game. 

 
� Sign and date the application. 

 
Send the original and one copy of the entire application to: 

 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Division of Water Rights 
P.O. Box 2000 
Sacramento, CA  95812-2000 

General Manager, PVWMA 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 1 

 
3.  Project Description 
 
This application is for an appropriative water-right permit for the College Lake Integrated 
Resources Management Project.  Applicant Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (the 
“Agency”) was created in 1984 by a special act of the California Legislature, the Pajaro Valley 
Water Management Agency Act, Stats.1984, c. 257, West’s Water Code Appendix, sections 124-
101 to 124-1008.  The purpose  of the Agency is “to efficiently and economically manage 
existing and supplemental water supplies in order to prevent further increase in, and to 
accomplish continuing reduction of, long-term overdraft and to provide and insure sufficient 
water supplies for present and anticipated needs within the boundaries of the agency.”  (West’s 
Water Code App., § 124-102, subd. (f).)   
 
Over the past several decades, groundwater pumping for agricultural and municipal uses in the 
Pajaro Valley area has led to overdrafts of the aquifers beneath the Valley.  These overdrafts 
have led to intrusion of seawater into the aquifers along the coast and drops in groundwater 
levels inland, threatening the long-term viability of the Pajaro Valley’s groundwater supply and 
the economy that depends on it.  Existing supplemental supplies developed over the last decade 
have helped reduce the rates of overdraft and seawater intrusion, but more needs to be done to 
ensure the future of the Valley’s groundwater resources and economy. 
 
In 2014, the Agency completed its Basin Management Plan Update (“BMP Update”), which 
consists of three main components and seven programs and projects.  The BMP Update 
concludes that conservation will provide over 40% of the reduced groundwater pumping needed 
to solve the basin problem.  Upgrades to recycled water storage, increased water deliveries and 
Harkins Slough recharge facilities will allow the community to obtain more water from existing 
infrastructure.  Supplemental water supply projects will provide new sources of water to replace 
the remaining amounts of groundwater pumping that need to be replaced to bring the 
groundwater aquifers into balance. 
 
The College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project is the largest of the proposed 
supplemental water supply projects.  College Lake, located about one mile northeast of the 
Watsonville city limits, is a naturally occurring seasonal lake fed by Green Valley, Casserly and 
Hughes Creeks.  The lake outflows downstream through Salispuedes Creek to the Pajaro River.   
 
Historically, the College Lake Reclamation District (the “District”) has operated a low 
flashboard weir to prevent water from flowing upstream through Salispuedes Creek into the 
lakebed during times of high flows and when the District is pumping water from the lake.  The 
District normally has pumped water from the lakebed to drain the lake during the spring of each 
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year to allow row crops to be farmed on the lake bottom during the summer.  The District’s 
pumping has continued intermittently during the summer and fall as necessary to keep the 
lakebed dry while crops are growing.  
 
For the College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project, the Agency will construct a 
new adjustable weir downstream of the existing District weir.  This new weir will allow the 
Agency to raise the controlled College Lake level by 2.4 feet to an elevation of 62.5 feet. 
 
During the summer, the Agency will pump water from College Lake (including both direct 
diversions of water flowing into the lake and re-diversions of water previously stored in the lake) 
to a new water treatment plant.  The Agency will convey the treated water through a new 
pipeline to the Agency’s Coastal Distribution System (“CDS”).  The water then will be conveyed 
through the CDS for deliveries to farmers who will use the water for irrigation in lieu of 
pumping equivalent amounts of groundwater.   
 
The following pages contain copies of the cover page and pages 19 and 59 of the Agency’s BMP 
Update.  Figure 5-9 on page 59 shows the general locations of College Lake, the proposed new 
pipeline and parts of the CDS.  (The locations of these proposed pipeline alignments are 
preliminary and may change as project design work proceeds.)  Figure 2-14 on page 19 shows 
the locations of the CDS and the delivered water zone. 
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Counties. Water delivered through the CDS 
replaces groundwater that would otherwise be 
pumped from coastal wells to reduce seawater 
intrusion. In this sense, delivered water provides in 
lieu recharge to the aquifers.

• The Recycled Water Treatment Facility. The 
PVWMA partnered with the City of Watsonville 
to build a water recycling plant that can deliver up 
to 4,000 af per year of tertiary treated, disinfected, 
recycled water through the CDS during the 
irrigation season. The plant came online in 2009. 
In 2013, the plant provided 2,950 af of recycled 
the CDS. This recycled water was mixed with 
approximately 1,300 af of blend water from the 
City of Watsonville potable system, from recovered 
Harkins Slough water, and from blend water wells 
operated by PVWMA.

• The Harkins Slough Recharge Facilities. The 
Harkins Slough Recharge Facilities seasonally store 
wet weather flows from Harkins Slough in the 
shallow aquifers of the San Andreas Terrace, located 
near the coast. Stored water is pumped from a series 
of wells and delivered to coastal farms through the 
CDS. In its first 12 years of operation, between 2002 
and 2013, the facility recharged 7,000 af of diverted 
Harkins Slough water, roughly 2,200 af of which was 
recovered for delivery and use by coastal farms; the 
balance was left in storage. In 2013, the Harkins 
Slough Recharge Facilities delivered approximately 
220 acre-feet of water to the CDS.

The water supplied by PVWMA through the CDS is 
referred to as delivered water. Table 2-2 summarizes 
quantities of delivered water supplied by PVWMA 
from 2009 through 2013.

Figure 2-15 shows the annual 
and cumulative volumes of water 
delivered through the Coastal 
Distribution System. Figure 
2-16 shows the diverted and 
recovered water by the Harkins 
Slough Recharge Facilities, 
respectively, from 2001 through 
2013.

Figure 2-14. Existing PVWMA Water Supply Facilities

Table 2-2 Summary of Delivered Water by Calendar Year
Summary of Delivered Water  
by Calendar Year 2009 2010 2011  2012 2013

Harkins Slough Project Recovery Wells 159 160 232 239 222

Recycled Water 1,298 1,630 1,958 2,516 2,950

City of Watsonville Potable Blend Supply1 517 517 348 792 785

PVWMA Blend Wells1 431 374 92 240 318

Total 2,406 2,681 2,630 3,788 4,275
1Blend Wells and City of Watsonville Potable Blend Supply serve to improve the quality of the delivered water product as a 
whole by reducing the concentration of salts and therefore improving the water quality.
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The results of the RCD study will help further define 
how College Lake can be developed as a water supply 
source, while preserving habitat for steelhead and 
other wetland/riparian species. It also will support 
other environmental and community benefits and will 
help reduce implementation issues for the project. 

Water Quality and Yield
The proposed project would provide a yield of 
approximately 2,100 to 2,400 AFY. The estimated 
yield includes the volume of the lake of 1,700 af, plus 
an estimated inflow of 700 to 1,000 af during the 
irrigation season, minus an estimated outflow of 300 
af to satisfy minimum flow requirements downstream 
for steelhead habitat. The estimated College Lake 

outflow requirement is based on 
a minimum flow requirement 
of 7.5 cfs in Salsipuedes Creek 
immediately downstream of the 
Corralitos Creek confluence. 
This flow includes an estimated 
minimum of 300 af (2 cfs) coming 
from College Lake over the weir 
from March 15 to May 31 for 
steelhead smolt outmigration 
(ESA 2002). These minimum 
flow estimates were derived from 
a 1997 channel configuration 
(critical riffle) assessment that 
will need to be confirmed. 
Moreover, the existing College 
Lake dam is typically fully 
inundated during the winter adult 
steelhead upmigration period 
(approximately January through 
March) under current conditions; 
therefore, it does not present an 
adult migration impediment at 

this time. However, depending on existing hydrology, 
the proposed raising of the dam by 2.3 feet may delay 
its overtopping. This could impede adult upmigration 
and necessitate an adult passage structure and adult 
bypass flows that were not evaluated during the 1997 
investigations. 

Water quality at College Lake varies seasonally. During 
the first storms of the season, the runoff collected in 
College Lake exhibits high values of TDS, nitrates, 
and other constituents. High nitrate concentrations 
are typically observed during the beginning of the 
rainy season, with dilution occurring through the rainy 
season and improving water quality (RMC 2001). 

Figure 5-9. College Lake with Inland Pipeline to CDS Project Plan 

Figure 5-10. College Lake 
with Inland Pipeline to 
CDS Schematic
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 2 

 
4.a.  Purposes of Use 
 
The proposed purposes of use of the water that will be developed by the College Lake Integrated 
Resources Management Project are irrigation and fish and wildlife protection and enhancement.  
The proposed irrigation uses are described generally in Attachment 1.  The Project will provide 
fish and wildlife protection and enhancement by retaining stored water in College Lake for 
longer times during the spring and summer and by managing outflows of water from the lake 
into Salsipuedes Creek in manners that will facilitate fish passage. 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 3 

 
6.a.  Water Availability Analysis 
 
(See table on next page.)  
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Monthly Precipitation 
WATSONVILLE WATERWORKS, CALIFORNIA 

  
        Month Mean Precipitation (in)          
                     
        October 0.99           
        November 2.39           
        December 4.27           
        January 4.39           
        February 3.82           
        March 3.02           
        April 1.52           
        May 0.47           
        June 0.13           
        July 0.04           
        August 0.05           
        September 0.29           
        Annual 21.39           
  

Point of Diversion 
Mean Precipitation for requested diversion season (1/1 - 12/31): 21.39 in 
Precipitation during requested diversion season as a percentage of total 
precipitation: 

100 % 

Mean Annual Runoff: 7.34 in 
Estimated Mean Seasonal Runoff: 7.34 in 
Watershed Area for POD: 12,892 ac 
                     
Total Estimated Mean Seasonal Runoff at POD: 7,885.7 ac-ft 
    Senior Diverters of Record within POD watershed: 171.6 ac-ft 
    Senior Diverters of Record downstream of POD: 0.0 ac-ft 
        Total water available at POD: 7,714.1 ac-ft 
Requested diversion amount: 3,000 ac-ft 
Total seasonal amount remaining in stream after diversion: 4,714.1 ac-ft 
                     
NOTE: Mean annual runoff calculated from digitized contours from Mean Annual Runoff in the San Francisco Bay Region, California, 1931-70 
by S.E. Rantz, 1974 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 4 

 
6.c  Stream conditions downstream of project 
 
Salispuedes Creek never goes dry between College Lake and the creek’s confluence with 
Corralitos Creek.  Downstream of this confluence, Salispuedes Creek typically goes dry during 
the summer, except when the College Lake Reclamation District is pumping water from College 
Lake into the creek. 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 5 

 
7.a.  Place of Use  
 
The map entitled “College Lake Project Use Area,” a copy of which is included in Attachment 
11, depicts the area where College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project water will be 
used for irrigation.  Township, range and section lines are highlighted on this map. 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 6 

 
9.a.  Justification of Amounts Requested 
 
College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project water will be used to supplement other 
supplies to irrigate 9,331 acres of farmlands in the use area depicted on the map entitled “College 
Lake Project Use Area,” a copy of which is included in Attachment 11.  The average irrigation 
use in this area is 2.5 acre-feet per acre, so the total demand of irrigation water in this area is 
23,328 acre-feet per year.  Irrigation water is applied in this are by sprinklers, drip irrigation, 
micro sprinklers, hydroponics and flood irrigation. 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 7 

 
9.k.  Fish and Wildlife Preservation and Enhancement: The College Lake Integrated Resources 
Management Project will preserve and enhance juvenile steelhead rearing habitat and steelhead 
smolt migration opportunities and manage habitat to control non-native predatory fish species. 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 8 

 
10.e.  Outlet works 
 
The College Lake diversion weir will be constructed at elevation 59.9 feet.  An adjustable weir 
will be able to raise the controlled storage elevation to elevation 62.5 feet. 
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 9 

 
11.a.  Water Conservation Methods  
 
The following pages contain copies of the cover page and Chapter 6 (pages 67-74) of the BMP 
Update.  This chapter describes past and current water conservation efforts in the Agency’s 
service area and the Agency’s program for future water conservation. 
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CONSERVATION

Chapter 6 (Final - February 2014) 67

INTRODUCTION 
Agricultural water conservation plays a major role 
in this Basin Management Plan (BMP) Update, 
providing over 40 percent [5,000 acre feet per year 
(AFY)] of the approximately 12,000 AFY estimated 
yield or reduction in pumping to be achieved by 
the seven projects and programs that constitute the 
BMP Update. By reducing demand, a conservation 
program may eliminate the need for one or more 
expensive capital improvement water supply projects. 
Conservation also provides water quality and financial 
benefits to growers. Increased efficiency reduces 
excess watering, which, in turn, reduces the amount 
of agricultural runoff entering the Basin’s surface and 
ground water. Increased efficiency also reduces the cost 
of pumping water and the loss of fertilizer and other 
amendments that are moved out of the root zone due 
to overwatering. 

Approximately 80% of total water use in the basin 
is attributed to agriculture. Of the remaining uses, 
the City of Watsonville represents about 13 percent, 
rural residential about 3 percent, non-agricultural 
metered wells account for about 2 percent and other 
municipal uses about 2 percent (PVWMA data from 
2006-2010, data on delivered water from 2011). 
The City of Watsonville has an active conservation 
plan directed at its urban users. The conservation 
component of the BMP Update therefore, focuses 
on agriculture, where most water is used and the 
potential for savings is greatest. This section, which 
was written by the Central Coast Agricultural Water 
Quality Coalition, provides an overview of previous 
conservation studies and efforts and the approach that 
will be taken as part of the BMP Update to identify 
and implement an effective conservation program 
within PVWMA’s service area. 

PAST AND CURRENT CONSERVATION 
EFFORTS 

Previous Studies
Water conservation is not a new concept in the Pajaro 
Basin. Numerous organizations and agencies have 
studied the overdraft problem and undertaken efforts 
to implement workable and effective conservation 

programs as part of the basin management solution. 
These efforts provide the basis for the BMP Update 
conservation plan and PVWMA will continue to 
work with these groups to develop and implement 
responsive conservation strategies.

Previous studies and plans that have examined 
opportunities for agricultural water conservation in the 
Basin include:

• Water Conservation 2000, prepared for PVWMA by 
CH2MHill (2000); 

• PVWMA’s 2002 Basin Management Plan; 

• The 2010 City of Watsonville Urban Water 
Management Plan (UWMP);

• Approaches to Water Conservation: Pajaro Valley, 
by Catherine Carlton and Tiffani Jarnigan (2011). 

Ongoing Conservation Efforts
Significant agricultural water conservation efforts are 
ongoing in the Pajaro Basin including:

• California Irrigation Management Information 
Systems.

• CropManage Program.

• On-Farm Irrigation Efficiency support.

• Grower education and outreach.

Among the actions PVWMA has undertaken to 
promote conservation, consistent with the above 
plans, was the installation of two California Irrigation 
Management Information Systems (CIMIS) weather 
stations; a third is to be installed in the near future. 
CIMIS collects weather data and uses this data to 
calculate the amount of evaporation from the soil and 
the amount of water used by crops (transpiration). 
The resulting factor, evapotranspiration (ET), can 
be used by growers to calculate the efficient use of 
irrigation water. CIMIS information can be accessed 
independently and free of charge through the CIMIS 
website www.cimis.water.ca.gov. The website provides 
information from the station nearest to the farm’s 
location as well as access to ET information generated 
by satellite imagery through the website’s spatial 
CIMIS program. Growers can also request daily, weekly 
and seasonal email updates of CIMIS data. 
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Other agencies and companies are also providing 
support to assist growers in calculating crop water and 
fertilizer needs. UC Cooperative Extension (UCCE) 
offers the CropManage program, which uses CIMIS, 
and a UCCE-developed program to calculate ET and 
crop needs on a customized basis. Similarly, Hortau 
Inc. offers a Wireless Irrigation Network (WIN) that 
builds on CIMIS by adding wireless soil tension meters 
and a network of wireless transmitters to provide real-
time irrigation information. Several local growers are 
currently employing these systems.

Several companies make hand-held, portable soil 
moisture meters that can be used by growers as an 
alternative to using a wireless system.  While less 
precise than permanently installed systems, these 
meters can provide a low cost, simple indication of soil 
moisture.   They are particularly useful to check that 
all parts of the field are getting a relatively uniform 
amount of irrigation.   They are also useful for the 
irrigation person or farm manager who wants to check 
if his system is working as anticipated.

The Resource Conservation District (RCD) of Santa 
Cruz County, the RCD of Monterey County, and the 
Central Coast Agricultural Water Quality Coalition 
all provide on-farm irrigation efficiency evaluations 
through a United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) grant that draws to a close in December of 
2012.

Three entities, the RCD of Santa Cruz County, 
Sustainable Conservation (a state-wide non-profit 
supporting economically sustainable solutions to 
ecological challenges), and a local grower/shipper are 
working together to develop stakeholder-supported 
solutions for water supply and water quality issues. This 
loosely-associated group, called the Community Dialog 
Group, is working on the development of potential 
performance indicators, measurement methods, targets 
and incentives for water conservation. 

These and similar collaborative efforts among industry 
practitioners will continue to inform the development 
and implementation of the BMP Update conservation 
program.

AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION

Potential Pajaro Basin Conservation 
Savings
Using crop and well pumping data, Dr. Samuel 
Sandoval Solis, UC Davis, working with Dr. Michael 
Cahn, UCCE, has identified a range of potential 
agricultural water savings specifically for the Pajaro 
Valley. The savings are based on comparing applied 
water with the optimal amount of water (based on the 
ET for each crop type). Calculated potential savings 
range from 4,600 AFY to 5,100 AFY1. Based on 
the current crop distribution, these savings tend to 
be greater for the inland area. Current average water 
use and the calculated range of savings for coastal and 
inland areas are shown in Table 6-1.

While the coastal area requires a greater reduction 
in pumped water to address seawater intrusion, 
lowering inland water use also benefits the Basin, since 
it reduces the gradient caused by the groundwater 
depression, which increases saltwater intrusion. 

The pumping reductions that could be achieved 
based on these calculations represent approximately 
10 percent savings in current agricultural water use 
for the basin as a whole, a number consistent with 
the previous studies described above. It is unlikely 
that all growers will achieve the same level of savings. 
However, the current implementation of some 
irrigation efficiency practices on some fields has been 
reported to achieve savings higher than 10 percent2; 
and the goal of this plan is an overall average of at 
least 10 percent savings across the Basin.

Table 6-1 Potential Agricultural Water Savings

Target 
Area

Average Water 
Use from 2006-

2010

Lower End 
Savings

Higher 
End 

Savings

Coastal 15,900 1,600 1,800

Inland 30,300 3,000 3,300

Total 46,200 4,600 5,100

All numbers in AFY
Average water use rounded to nearest hundred
Water use does not include rural residential use

1The range is a function of assumptions made for 1,480 acres of “Unknown Agricultural Use.” The lower end assumes no water savings from these 
acres, while the upper range assumes a savings of 500 AFY. 

2For example, some users of the CropManage and WIN/Hortau system have reported that their individual records indicate higher savings, in the 
range of 15 percent to 20 percent are achievable, which suggests these tools could help achieve the 10 percent average reduction goal.
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Conservation through Irrigation 
Efficiency
The BMPs conservation component focuses on the 
potential conservation savings gained by improving 
agricultural irrigation efficiencies. Irrigation efficiencies 
are realized by delivering the optimal amount of water 
to a particular crop. An efficient irrigation system 
is characterized by highly uniform distribution, 
water application rates that are consistent with 
soil conditions, minimization of evaporation and 
runoff, and accurate scheduling to apply the right 
amount of water at the right time. Other factors to 
be considered in an efficient system include crop type, 
soil type and atmospheric conditions.

Factors that contribute to inefficient water use include 
the high value of some crops such as cool season 
vegetables and berries. Farm managers may over-water 
to assure that crop water needs are met because, for all 
crops in the basin, water costs are a small part of the 
overall expenses especially compared to the revenue 
loss from a poor crop. In addition, many farm managers 
have multiple plantings to manage simultaneously, 
leading to a tendency to manage all fields in a similar 
manner, resulting in over-irrigating and/or irrigating 
under sub-optimum conditions (e.g., during the 
day, in the wind, etc.). Poor irrigation system design 
and operation also creates uncertainty about the 
rate and uniformity of water application, leading 
to over-watering as a means to compensate for this 
uncertainty and assure that crop water needs are met. 
These practices negatively impact water supply, basin 
overdraft and the efficiency of growers’ operations.

While there are many opportunities for increased 
efficiencies in the irrigation infrastructure, 
management practices that optimize water use are 
much more cost effective than wholesale equipment 
replacement.   There are both high and low tech 
management practices available.  It is not necessary 
to expend a lot to get started.  Rather, it is useful 
and practical to start with the simplest tests and 
then do more if the over irrigation cannot be easily 
resolved.   For example, to test if the irrigation system 
is distributing water evenly throughout a field,  a field 
manager could go through some or all of the following 
steps at the end of an irrigation set.  Note that the 
steps are in order of increasing cost and effort:

1. Drive around the field to make sure that there are 
no puddles or particularly wet spots.  If there are, 
the irrigation system needs adjustment.

2. Go to endpoints and center of the irrigation system, 
take a hand shovel and dig down 6 inches, and 
scoop up and squeeze a handful of soil to make 
sure it is moist but not mud.   Compare the level of 
wetness at the various endpoints to the wetness at 
the center.  All should be about the same.  If they 
are not, the irrigation system needs adjustment.

3. Use a soil moisture probe (they cost ~ $4-500) to 
test the moisture in the soil at the endpoints of the 
irrigation system and compare to the moisture at 
the center.   All should be relatively the same.

4. Do a distribution uniformity test by putting buckets 
under emitters in a uniform pattern around the 
field.   All should be about the same.  If they are 
not, the irrigation system needs adjustment.

5. Request UCCE or one of the mobile lab services to 
do a distribution uniformity test.  There are often 
grants to offset part of the cost.  NRCS will pay part 
of the cost if the test is done as part of a planned 
upgrade of the irrigation system.

6. Install permanent soil moisture monitors in the 
field.  This can be done in conjunction with a 
remote reporting device so that the readings are 
automatically relayed to the growers’ computer or 
cell phone.

Other effective irrigation efficiency practices include 
the following:

• Increasing distribution uniformity (ensuring that the 
water within the irrigation system is reaching plants 
in all sections of the field with uniform amounts of 
water during the irrigation period) by encouraging 
uniform nozzles/sprinkler heads, pressure regulators, 
and proper maintenance (to avoid system loss from 
the pump to the point of application through leaks 
or clogs); 

• Eliminating tailwater to the maximum extent (and 
recapturing and reusing remaining water for non-
food crop use); 

• Matching water used for irrigation to plant needs; 

• Scheduling applications to minimize water loss due 
to evaporation, wind, or watering below the plant 
root zone; 

• Using irrigation calculation tools such as CIMIS 
(there is a CIMIS station near the coast and one in 
the middle of the valley as well as the spatial CIMIS 
system), wireless information networks (e.g., those 
offered by Hortau Inc.), soil moisture sensors to test 
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soil moisture, and water meters on the well and sub-
mains; and

• Reducing germination and transplant irrigation.

Irrigation infrastructure improvements may involve 
switching to a more efficient irrigation systems (e.g., 
from sprinkler or furrow methods to micro-irrigation or 
drip systems).

Designing the Conservation Program
PVWMA, as part of the BMP Update, is working 
with partners and stakeholders to develop an effective 
water conservation program for the Basin designed 
to accomplish a 5,000 AFY reduction in water use 
through improved irrigation efficiencies. This section 
describes the approach that would be taken and 
steps involved in developing and implementing a 
viable water conservation program. The program will 
continue to be honed as the studies discussed below 
are completed and the discussions with the grower 
community and local technical providers continue 
over the next few years. Implementation of the 
program would also entail the identification of funding, 
as discussed below.

The goal of the conservation program would be to 
reduce annual irrigation water use by 5,000 AFY by 
the end of 2023, when compared to the 2006-2010 
Basin wide five-year average (46,200 AFY), which 
represents a savings of about 10 percent. The overall 
success in reaching the conservation goal would be 
measured on a basin-wide scale, not farm-by-farm, so 
growers who have already invested in conservation 
would not be penalized. The steps envisioned in the 
program design are summarized in Figure 6-1.

Task 1. Collect Data and Fill Information 
Gaps
To effectively identify areas of greatest potential for 
conservation and to track implementation results, 
the conservation plan should be informed with 
current and appropriate data. This would involve 
determining data needs, collecting available data, 
evaluating and packaging the existing data into a 
useful format, identifying remaining knowledge gaps, 
and gathering the additional data to fill those gaps. 
Collected information may be perceived as potentially 
sensitive and will not be disclosed to the public. If it 
is not possible for PVWMA to keep such information 
confidential due to Freedom of Information Act 
(FOIA) requirements, it would be maintained by 
a third party that is not bound by FOIA and is 
experienced in working with confidential information.

Once the PVWMA Board has approved the 
conceptual conservation program, the following 
steps would be implemented:

• Determination of actual water use by crop type, 
by using existing PVWMA well meter data and 
collecting crop data for the fields served by each 
well. This will require the evaluation and synthesis 
of numerous information sources including reviews 
of existing satellite photos, GIS data bases, climatic 
zone data, Agricultural Commissioner ranch maps, 
and various water survey results.

• Establishment of irrigation targets for specific crops. 
Irrigation targets will be based on the ideal amount 
of water to meet crop needs without reducing yield 
or quality. The difference between this target and 
actual water use by crop type is the measure of 
potential conservation savings.

• Identifying and addressing water use variables that 
may distort or contribute to the margin of error 
when making baseline and conservation estimates. 
These variables, the ways they are addressed, and 
any assumptions that are made about them, will 
be tracked. These variables, which affect the total 
water use for a farm or ranch include (but are not 
limited to) rotational change in crop type, location, 
soil type, and/or number of crops per acre.

Figure 6-1. Conservation Program Design

Designing the Conservation Program

Step 1.  Collect Data and Fill Information Gaps
Step 2.  Incorporate Data into the Program; 

Develop Plan
Step 3.  Develop Outreach Strategy to 

Maximize Program Effectiveness
Step 4.  Develop Pricing and Other Potential 

Conservation Strategies
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Task 2. Incorporate Data into the Program
Using the information described above, the data would 
be analyzed and used to design an effective outreach 
program. Development of the outreach program would 
involve determining crop acreage profiles, water usage, 
climate zones, soil data and ultimately designing a 
demonstration project (pilot project) for irrigation 
efficiency.

Task 3. Develop outreach strategy to 
maximize program effectiveness
Outreach efforts would target growers who could 
benefit from additional training and technical 
assistance. Included would be owners and operators 
of high-water use crops and growers who have not 
participated in education and training programs to 
date. Achieving the 5,000 AFY reduction goal will 
require the identification of and connecting with 
those growers who have not participated in water 
conservation strategies and are not reducing water 
usage. By targeting growers who have been identified 
(by the process described above) as using water 
above the median for a crop type, the program’s 
resources would be focused on the growers who 
have the most to gain from implementing irrigation 
best practices, and would yield the greatest progress 
toward meeting the program goals.

Task 4. Develop Pricing and Other 
Potential Conservation Strategies
In addition to improving irrigation efficiency by using 
technology to match water applications with crop 
needs, the conservation program would investigate and 
consider implementation of other possible conservation 
strategies. Pricing strategies are commonly used 
conservation tools, based on the assumption that 
increases in the price of water will reduce water use. 
The two main approaches to conservation pricing 
are tiered rates, where the price per unit of water 
increases as more water is used, and increases in 
the flat rate. Both approaches face potential economic 
limitations. The effectiveness of conservation pricing 
depends in part on the “elasticity,” or sensitivity of 
water demand to price. Although the elasticity of 
agricultural water demand has been found to be fairly 
low, the 2011 conservation study cited above notes 
that growers may be more responsive to increases 

in price (the price elasticity can be increased) when 
they are aware of ways to increase efficiency. (In other 
words, growers are more receptive to reducing water 
usage in response to price when knowledge and tools 
to do so are available.) To be implemented, either of 
these pricing strategies would need to meet the legal 
requirements of California law, including Proposition 
218 (Cal. Constitution, Article XIIID), which requires 
that the revenues from property-related fees or charges 
not exceed the proportionate cost of the property-
related service attributable to the parcel being charged.

Rotational land fallowing, where agricultural land is 
taken out of production for a period of time, has been 
identified in previous studies as effective in reducing 
water use. However, land fallowing has negative 
economic side effects3 and is not being considered as a 
conservation tool for the Basin, although many growers 
individually practice this technique.

Implementing the Conservation 
Program
The steps envisioned for program implementation 
are summarized in Figure 6-2. While reductions 
in water usage achieved by some growers are not 
universal, there is considerable room for improving 
water use efficiency in the Basin. Preliminary studies 
indicate that berries and vegetables are two crops 
with significant water savings potential. Dr. Michael 
Cahn of the UCCE has completed trials with raspberry 
growers in the Salinas Valley, indicating that annual 
irrigation water consumption could be reduced to 
about 18 acre-inches per season, compared to the 
average water use of between 36 and 48 acre-inches 
per season (suggesting a possible 1.5 to 2 AF reduction 
per season). However, no control fields were used in 
his research, so this is an estimated number.

3Even in cases where the loss of income to the farmer is compensated (through subsidies, for example), the indirect effects of fallowing, including 

losses to businesses and labor that rely on the farming operation, are not offset and can adversely affect a community.

Figure 6-2. Conservation Program Implementation

Implementing the Conservation Program

Step 1.  Implement Targeted Outreach
Step 2.  Coordination with Stakeholders
Step 3.  Measure Performance and Adapt if 

Needed
Step 4.  Report Progress and Communicate 

Changes
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Research of irrigation needs for various crops 
conducted by Drs. Michael Cahn, Richard Smith, 
and Tim Hartz indicates that many vegetable growers 
may overwater by 200 to 300 percent, which provides 
clear room for improvement in practice and reduction 
in water use. But vegetables may be the hardest crop 
with which to achieve effective reductions in irrigation 
use since most vegetables are sprinkler irrigated, 
fieldworkers are not in the fields on a daily basis as they 
are with berries and, therefore, are not present to see if 
crops are suffering from inadequate water application. 
Also, each vegetable crop is only in the field for 30 to 
90 days between planting and harvesting.

Task 1. Implement targeted outreach 
On-farm conservation program outreach, education, 
training, and technical assistance for growers and farm 
managers in the PVWMA district would begin once 
funding is identified and secured. As described above, 
in-field program implementation would focus on those 
growers who have been identified as using more water 
than is optimal for a given crop, who grow high water 
use crops, and those who have not evaluated their 
irrigation systems or participated in previous education 
efforts and would implement the program elements 
described above. 

Task 2. Coordination with Stakeholders
In addition to outreach programs described above 
to solicit grower participation in the BMP Update 
conservation program, the continuing involvement 
of partner organizations and diverse members of the 
agriculture industry (Figure 6-3) in ongoing discussions 
will be needed to:

• review progress; 

• suggest next steps; and 

• identify, engage with, and understand the needs of 
growers in the area. 

Necessary partners include the Central Coast 
Agricultural Water Quality Coalition, grower 
organizations, commodity groups and cooperatives, 
the Farm Bureaus, Agricultural Commissioners, the 
various technical providers (including UCCE, NRCS, 
and RCDs), the PVWMA Board and staff, as well 
as a-proposed Ag Conservation Technical Advisory 
Committee (described below). Publicizing and 
discussing the program’s short term and the long term 
success would be important elements of the program. 
Ensuring stakeholder involvement would involve 
soliciting, processing, and incorporating stakeholder 
feedback into the various plan components; and 
then effectively conveying both successes and 
challenges back to the stakeholders in a clean 
communication loop. In addition, the program would 
include continued and expanded coordination with 
partner organizations such as the RCD of Santa Cruz 
County, NRCS, Preservation Inc., and Sustainable 
Conservation, to assess and account for other previous 
and ongoing irrigation efficiency work, to leverage 

Figure 6-3. Coordination with Stakeholders
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each other’s stakeholder lists and contacts, and to 
ensure that a unified and coherent message about 
conservation goals, objectives and implementation 
strategies is presented.

Establishment by PVWMA of an Ag Conservation 
Technical Advisory Committee would be an asset 
to the program’s success. This group could include 
members of the former PVWMA Grower Advisory 
Committee and representatives of a complete range 
of interest groups, and could assist the PVWMA, the 
Coalition and partners in reviewing progress, adjusting 
priorities, focusing the need for specific research, 
adapting the workplan to meet changing conditions, 
and fostering support from committee members’ 
respective constituents. 

Task 3. Measure performance and adapt 
if needed
The goal of achieving 5,000 AFY in reduced pumping 
across the basin begins in 2013 with the continued 
support by PVWMA of other ongoing efforts, with a 
goal of achieving 100 percent of its targeted savings by 
2023 (10-years). 

Program success would be measured using a statistical 
approach to quantify the level of conservation 
savings. The formula would compare actual annual 
water use (based on PVWMA extraction data) 
to a baseline equal to the average metered water 
use for the five-year period from 2006 through 
2010. This approach would recognize, account for 
and acknowledge today’s conservation practices, 
implemented during the years 2011-2012, after 
the Ad Hoc BMP Committee and the Community 
Dialog Group meetings started. This methodology 
would provide an objective measure of the change 
in water use over time and minimize confounding 
factors such as droughts, above/below average rainfall/
temperatures, and years when rainfall occurs in an 
unusual pattern affecting irrigation (e.g., years when 
rain occurs late in the spring and replaces normal early 
plant irrigation). 

Performance measurements may indicate a need 
to adapt the conservation program. Adaptive 
management (Figure 6-4) would be part of every 
component of the conservation program, and semi-
annual input from the proposed Ag Conservation 
Technical Advisory Committee should be considered 
essential to the effectiveness of the program. A strong 
evaluation and adaptive management component 

assures that the conservation program will provide the 
expected benefits and that stakeholders receive the full 
value for their investment in this work. 

Task 4. Report progress and 
communicate changes
Regular progress reports would be prepared to track 
program implementation and facilitate effective 
adaptive management when program components 
do not work as envisioned. Progress reports would 
include semi-annual reports to the Board and 
stakeholders to summarize overall trends, changes 
implemented, measurements of success for the various 
tools implemented, and water conservation evaluation 
results, with adaptive management adjustments 
proposed for the next year’s work.

CONSERVATION PROGRAM FUNDING
PVWMA has limited conservation program funding 
opportunities due to the restrictions in the Agency Act 
on the use of augmentation funds. Since conservation 
is not specifically called out in PVWMA’s enabling 
legislation as an activity that may be funded with 
augmentation charges, only Management Fees which 
are collected as a per parcel charge on the tax rolls, 
have been used to fund conservation. The available 
Management Fees are not adequate to fund a 
meaningful program.

Figure 6-4. Adaptive Management Schematic
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Given these current limitations, PVWMA can 
implement a three-pronged approach for continuing 
conservation efforts and working towards full 
implementation of a conservation strategy:

• Continuing coordination with other conservation 
activities and organizations;

• Securing outside funding (grants) to support 
implementation of a conservation strategy; and

• Working towards Agency Act modifications to allow 
appropriate funding of a conservation strategy.

The BMP Committee and the Board recognize that 
conservation activities by others, occurring outside 
of Agency efforts, are ongoing and have a lot of 
momentum to continue. Supporting these ongoing 
efforts by the Basin communities (growers and 
landowners) is essential to addressing the basin’s 
overdraft and seawater intrusion problems today. In 
Phase 1 of the BMP Update (after 2015) there will 
be additional opportunities to increase irrigation 
efficiency and community awareness of water use that 
will be a key component of the BMP Update. 

Given the restrictions of the Agency Act, any 
significant funding of the conservation strategy in 
advance of an Agency Act amendment would have 
to occur through grants. PVWMA will identify and 
pursue conservation funding opportunities that would 
support the implementation of the conservation 
strategy. Funding opportunities include the U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation Water Use Efficiency Grant, 
CA Department of Water Resources Water Use 
Efficiency Grant, CA Department of Water Resources 
Integrated Regional Water Management Program 
Implementation Grant, and others.

OTHER CONSERVATION EFFORTS IN 
THE BASIN

City of Watsonville
The City of Watsonville is committed to conservation 
efforts that are described in their Urban Water 
Management Plan (UWMP), both as a partner of the 
PVWMA and as a domestic water supplier required by 
state law to reduce per capita water use. The UWMP 
identifies 1,000 AFY as an achievable objective for urban 
conservation within the city. Conservation efforts to 
meet this objective are an important factor in meeting 
the City Council’s goal of not increasing groundwater 
pumping in the future as the city’s population grows. 

4This project, which will increase year-round water availability and fish passage, is funded through a U.S. Bureau of Reclamation grant awarded in 2011.

One way the city will avoid increasing groundwater 
pumping will be by implementing conservation measures 
and constructing the Corralitos Creek Water Supply 
and Fisheries Project4. No net increase in the City’s 
groundwater pumping is, in turn, a key assumption in the 
hydrologic modeling of the BMP Update. 

City conservation programs include the following:

• Water survey programs for single-family residential 
and multifamily residential customers;

• Residential plumbing retrofit including ultra-low 
flush toilet replacement programs.

• System water audits, leak detection, and repair;

• Metering with commodity rates for all new 
connections and retrofit of existing connections;

• Large landscape conservation programs and 
incentives;

• High-efficiency washing machine rebate programs;

• Public information programs;

• School education programs;

• Conservation programs for commercial, industrial, 
and institutional accounts;

• Conservation pricing;

• Water conservation coordinator; and

• Water waste prohibition. 

The City spends approximately $290,000/year on water 
conservation, of which $180,000/year funds toilet and 
washing machine rebate and retrofit programs, about 
$50,000/year funds landscape water audit programs, 
and $60,000/year is spent to educate the public on 
water conservation through the nature center, targeted 
adult education programs, and school tours. 

Rural Residential Units
When maximum conservation is achieved from large 
acreages (i.e., the agricultural water users, where the 
largest conservation gains can be realized), PVWMA 
would extend the conservation implementation efforts 
to the approximately 2,300 unmetered rural residential 
users within the PVWMA service area. Likely 
strategies would include support for low-flow toilet 
retrofits, irrigation efficiency evaluation and system 
design support, and other water-saving home retrofits, 
such as low flow shower heads, faucet adaptors and 
hose nozzles.
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 10 

 
11.b.  Diversion Monitoring 
 
The Agency will install measuring devices and employ measurements methods sufficient to 
comply with the SWRCB measuring and monitoring regulations, California Code of 
Regulations, title 23, sections 931-938.  These devices will include a staff gage it to make and 
record measurements of water levels in College Lake and a totalizing flow meter to measure the 
amounts of water diverted from College Lake through the diversion intake pump and into the 
water treatment plant.  The Agency will use the College Lake water-level data and a 
stage/capacity table to determine the amount of water stored in College Lake at any time.
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 11 

12.  Right of Access 
 
The parcels on which the proposed College Lake weir will be installed are Santa Cruz County 
APN 051-441-24 and 051-441-28.  APN 051-441-24 is owned by David and Eliz Vasquez, 
husband and wife, as joint tenants.  APN 051-441-28 is owned by the Roman Catholic Bishop of 
Monterey.  The parcels that will be affected by storage of water in College Lake are depicted on 
the following map and these parcels and their owners are listed in the following table. 
 
The Agency has had preliminary meetings with the owners of some of these parcels and their 
representatives to discuss the College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project.  The 
Agency will continue to meet with these property owners and their representatives to attempt to 
reach agreements on the terms under which the Agency will procure these parcels.  If required by 
the SWRCB, the Agency will comply with the SWRCB regulation in California Code of 
Regulations, title 23, section 775.  
 
The Agency will meet with owners of lands on which the new pipeline that will convey water 
from College Lake to the Agency’s Coastal Distribution System will be located to attempt to 
reach agreements regarding easements for this pipeline. 
 
The Agency will deliver College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project water from the 
Coastal Distribution System to landowners for their uses on their lands. 
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This map depicts parcels wholly or
partially within the storage area
associated with the proposed weir.

Parcels Potentially Affected by College Lake Project

Legend
Lake Storage Area with 
Existing Weir (elev 60.1 ft)
Lake Storage Area with 
Proposed Weir (elev 62.5 ft)

County Assessor Parcel Within 
Lake Storage Area of Proposed Weir

FEMA 1% Annual Chance 
Hazard Flood (100-Year Flood)
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College Lake Property Owner Assessor Parcel Number

Yepez, Rigoberto 051‐101‐07

Pajaro Valley Water Management 051‐101‐09

Lazaro Tony T & Liza G Trustee 051‐101‐10

Braycovich Family Limited Partnership 051‐101‐11

Lazaro Tony T & Liza G Trustee 051‐101‐12

Gomez Taurino & Marina H/W JT 051‐101‐13

Gomez Taurino & Marina H/W JT 051‐101‐15

Minto Road Apple Farm LLC (Kenneth Barton Pyles, Manager Memb 051‐101‐18

Minto Road Apple Farm LLC (Kenneth Barton Pyles, Manager Memb 051‐101‐19

Gomez Taurino & Marina H/W JT 051‐101‐20

Gomez Taurino & Marina H/W JT 051‐101‐22

Braycovich Family Limited Partnership 051‐101‐24

Diffenbaugh Family Farms LLC 051‐101‐50

Lukrich John A Trustee 051‐101‐78

Lazaro Tony T & Liza G Trustee 051‐441‐02

Capurro Frank L & Betty J Trust (Capurro Bypass Trust; Capurro Survi 051‐441‐04

Capurro Frank L & Betty J Trust 051‐441‐11

Maragoni Jessie Trustee 051‐441‐12

Maragoni Jessie Trustee 051‐441‐20

Pajaro Valley Public Cemetary 051‐441‐22

Vasquez David & Eliz H/W JT 051‐441‐24

Roman Catholic Bishop of Monterey 051‐441‐27

Roman Catholic Bishop of Monterey 051‐441‐28

Harryman Janice 051‐651‐01

Harryman Fay Allen & Janice CA (Trustees) 051‐651‐04

Harryman Janice 051‐651‐05
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APPLICATION FOR APPROPRIATIVE WATER-RIGHT PERMIT 

 
ATTACHMENT 12 

 
15.  Maps 
 
The following pages contain copies of the following maps: 
 

a. Vicinity map, showing point of diversion and location of detailed map. 
b. Detailed map, showing point of diversion, College Lake elevations and lake area with 

new weir at elevation 62.5 feet) 
c. College Lake Project Use Area map, showing place of use. 
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17.a. & b.  State/Federal Permits and Requirements 
 
The following pages contain copies of the cover page and page 2-27 of the Agency’s BMP 
Update Draft EIR.  Table 2-8 on page 2-27 lists the permits that may be required for the College 
Lake Integrated Resources Management Project, in the column titled “College Lake w/CDS 
Pipeline Connection.”  The Agency will be updating this table when it prepares its project-
specific EIR for the College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project.  The Agency will 
contact representatives of the listed regulatory agencies during the Agency’s process to prepare 
this project-specific EIR. 
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Prepared by:
Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
Environmental Consultants Resource Planners
947 Cass Street, Suite 5
Monterey, CA 93940
(831) 373-4341

October 2013

Draft Environmental Impact Report 
for the Basin Management Plan Update
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2 Project Description 

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc. 2-27 Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 
BMP Update Draft EIR

Table 2-8 Applicable or Potentially Applicable Permits and Approvals 
Action Requiring 

Permit or Consultation
Agency or 

Organization
Permit or Approval
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Applicable or Potentially 
Applicable

Federal  
Impacts to wetlands/waters of the 
United States. 

U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers

Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit  (33 
USC 1341)

 X X X X

Impacts to ocean water quality or 
species

Monterey Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary

Review of certain RWQCB permits  X X X  

Impacts to biological resources and 
federal nexus

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 
compliance (16 USC 661-667e; the Act of 
March 10, 1934; ch 55; 48 stat. 401)

 X X X X

Construction in wetland and upland 
areas where federally listed species 
may be present.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service; National 
Marine Fisheries 
Service

Consultation and Coordination under 
Endangered Species Act (ESA, Section 7 
consultation) 

 X X X X

State      

Development of new surface water 
diversions

State Water Resources 
Control Board: Division 
of Water Rights

Water Rights Permits   X X X

Alteration of streambeds during 
construction; 

Department of Fish and 
Wildlife

Streambed Alteration Agreement (Fish & 
Game Code Section 1602) 

 X X X X

If state-listed species are present, or 
may be present, & project may 
adversely affect such species.

Department of Fish and 
Wildlife

Incidental Take Permit (CESA Section 
2081)

 X X X X

Projects within Coastal Zone Coastal Commission Coastal Development Permits (PRC Section 
30000 et seq.)

X X X X  

Potential for surface water quality 
impairment from pollutant 
discharge

Regional Water Quality 
Control Board

401 Certification  and National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System for 
Construction (WQO 99-08-DWQ)

X X X X X

Construction in or near cultural 
resources

State Historic 
Preservation Officer

Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (16 USC 470)

 X X P P

Review & concurrence  for 
recycled water storage/distribution

Department of Public 
Health

Compliance with Title 22 Division 4, 
Chapter 3 of California Code of Regulations

X X X X  

Construction under State Highways Department of 
Transportation
(Caltrans)

Encroachment Permits (Streets and 
Highways Code Section 660)

   X X

Local      

Construction affecting Pajaro River 
levees and drainage ditches.

Monterey County Water 
Resources Agency

Encroachment Permit Approval     X

Cross railroad tracks, parallel 
tracks; enter the railroad right-of-
way.

Santa Cruz County 
Regional Transportation 
Commission

Easement; Right of Entry    X X

Construction and excavation 
activities in Santa Cruz County 

Santa Cruz County 
Planning Dept

Grading Permits; Riparian Exceptions; 
Coastal Development Permits

X X X X X

Private Industry      

Construction within PG&E right of 
way for overhead/buried utilities

PG&E Encroachment Permit X X X X X

Construction near or within buried 
cable/ telecommunication lines

Telecommunication and 
cable providers 

Request review of plans and notification 
prior to construction.

X X X X X

Activities and facilities on land 
owned by others

Private or public 
landowners

Easements, right of away, land acquisition X X X X X

Note: The precise location, dimensions and use of any private property affected by these projects will depend upon meeting environmental concerns, confronting 
the many issues raised by the agencies whose permits or review are required, seeking financing and partnership arrangements and securing necessary property 
interests after paying just compensation for such interests. 
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17.c. & d.  Streambed Alteration and Contacts with CDFW 
 
Streambed Alteration: the construction of the new College Lake weir will involve alterations of 
the streambed of Salispuedes Creek. 
 
CDFW Contacts: December 20, 2016: Monica Oey, CDFW, Environmental Scientist, (707) 944-
5575; April 12, 2017: Jon Jankovitz, CDFW District Fisheries Biologist, (510) 853-1054. 
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18 Environmental Documents 
 
The Agency prepared and circulated its Draft Environmental Impact Report for its Basin 
Management Plan Update in October 2013.  This Draft EIR is available at: 
http://www.pvwma.dst.ca.us/about-
pvwma/assets/eir_2013/PVWMA%20Draft%20EIR%2018Oct2013.pdf.  The Agency completed 
its Final Environmental Impact Report for the Basin Management Plan Update in February 2014.  
This Final EIR is available at: http://www.pvwma.dst.ca.us/about-
pvwma/assets/bmp_update_eir_final_2014/EIR%20Final%20February%202014%20(print).pdf.  
The Agency adopted its Resolution 2014-04, which certified this final EIR, on April 16, 2014.  
The following pages contain a copy of this resolution.   
 
The Agency will be preparing a project-specific EIR for the College Lake Integrated Resources 
Management Project. 
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20.  Archelogy 
 
The Agency’s October 2013 Draft EIR for the Basin Management Plan Update, on page 3.5-9, 
contains a brief description of the cultural resources sites that could be impacted by construction 
of the College Lake Integrated Resources Management Project.  The following pages contain 
copies of the cover page and page 3.5-9 of this Draft EIR. 
 
The Agency will be conducting additional archeological studies and preparing reports of those 
studies when it prepares the project-specific EIR for the College Lake Integrated Resources 
Management Project.  
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Prepared by:
Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
Environmental Consultants Resource Planners
947 Cass Street, Suite 5
Monterey, CA 93940
(831) 373-4341

October 2013

Draft Environmental Impact Report 
for the Basin Management Plan Update
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3.5 Cultural Resources 

Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc. 3.5-9 Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency 
BMP Update DRAFT EIR

located in the area near and north of the confluence of Watsonville Slough and Harkins Slough and would divert 
Watsonville Slough water during winter high flows from December to May. The water would be stored in the 
surficial groundwater aquifer at the proposed North Dunes Recharge Basin and/or at alternative locations near the 
existing Harkins Slough Recharge Basin (the Southeast Recharge Basin and the Monitoring Well #7 Recharge 
Basin). Filtration facility improvements associated with this component likely would not result in impacts to 
known cultural resources as these elements would occur at the existing Harkins Slough filtration facilities.  The 
alternative recharge basins (except for the Southeast Basin) appear to be outside County-mapped areas of 
potential archaeological resources. In the event that the North Dunes Recharge Basin is developed as a recharge 
basin for this component, new conveyance pipeline would be required for installation; however, the conceptual 
alignment does not appear to be within areas of potential archaeological resources. Construction of this 
component may result in a significant impact on cultural resources.  However, further site-specific investigation 
would be conducted at the time the project is proposed for implementation to determine whether adjacent 
recorded sites may extend into this component site and to provide specific recommendations if needed as set forth 
in Mitigation Measure CR-1a. Additionally, Mitigation Measures CR-1b would protect any identified sites during 
construction, and Mitigation Measure CR-1c would apply in the event that unknown resources are inadvertently 
encountered during construction. 

College Lake with Inland Pipeline to Coastal Distribution System (CDS) 

Four cultural resources (prehistoric and historic) sites were identified adjacent to College Lake, which could be 
impacted by construction of this component.  Data potentials of these sites could be altered or destroyed by 
construction activities and/or flooding from lake capacity expansion. Flooding could cause erosion and/or 
deterioration of cultural material at these cultural resources sites.  Additionally, construction activities associated 
with this component could potentially impact an historic site, CA-SCR-44/H.  Two cultural resource sites 
(prehistoric and historic) were identified adjacent to and/or within the Inland Pipeline to CDS segment of this 
component.  Construction of this pipeline alignment may directly impact (alter or destroy) archaeological sites P-
1H and CA-SCR-44H.  Construction of this component may result in a significant impact on cultural resources.  
However, further site-specific investigation would be conducted at the time the project is proposed for 
implementation to determine whether adjacent recorded sites may extend into this component site and to provide 
specific recommendations if needed as set forth in Mitigation Measure CR-1a. Additionally, Mitigation Measures 
CR-1b would protect any identified sites during construction, and Mitigation Measure CR-1c would apply in the 
event that unknown resources are inadvertently encountered during construction. 

Murphy Crossing with Recharge Basins  

Based on known cultural resources sites in the component area, construction of the proposed project could result 
in degradation and destruction of potential known and/or undiscovered cultural resources.  Construction of this 
component may result in a significant impact on cultural resources.  However, further site-specific investigation 
would be conducted at the time the project is proposed for implementation to determine whether adjacent 
recorded sites may extend into this component site and to provide specific recommendations if needed as set forth 
in Mitigation Measure CR-1a. Additionally, Mitigation Measures CR-1b would protect any identified sites during 
construction, and Mitigation Measure CR-1c would apply in the event that unknown resources are inadvertently 
encountered during construction. 
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21.  Environmental Setting Photographs 
 
The following pages contain copies of photographs of: 
 

1. View downstream of point of diversion 
2. View upstream of point of diversion 
3. View of typical use area vegetation 
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Environmental Setting Photo 1: View Downstream of Point of Diversion 
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Environmental Setting Photo 2: View Upstream of Point of Diversion 
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Environmental Setting Photo 3: View of Use Area Vegetation 
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	County: Santa Cruz
	POD: Yes
	PORD: Off
	POU: Yes
	Purpose: Yes
	Distribution: Off
	Temp Urgent: Off
	Instream Flow: Off
	Waste Water: Off
	Split Check: Yes
	Terms or Conditions: Off
	Other Check: Yes
	App ID: 18334
	Permit ID: 
	License ID: 
	Other: Partial assignment of State filing; see Attachment A
	Statement ID: 
	Point Present: Pajaro Diversion Dam within SW1/4 or Section 7, T12S, R3E, MDB&M
	Point Proposed: New College Lake weir on Salispuedes Creek, tributary to Pajaro River, in NE1/4 or NW1/4 of Section 34, T11S, R2E, MDB&M, California CoordinatesN 1,803,300, E 6,198,200, Zone 3,Cal. St. Plane
	Place Present: T12S, R1&2E; T13S, R2E, MDB&M
	Place Proposed: See Attachment 5 to accompanying Application to Appropriate Water
	Purpose Present: domestic, irrigation, municipal, industrial and recreational
	Purpose Proposed: irrigation, fish and wildlife protection and enhancement
	Split: Application 18334 currently is held by the State Water Resources Control Board ("SWRCB").  This petition requests a partial assignment of this application to the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, for the amounts specified in the accompanying Application to Appropriate Water.  The SWRCB would continue to hold the unassigned part of Application 18334.
	Redistribute Present: 
	Redistribute Proposed: 
	TermpUrg1: 
	TempUrg2: 
	Dedicate Upstream: 
	Dedicate Downstream: 
	cfs: Off
	gpd: Off
	Feb: 
	Mar: 
	Apr: 
	May: 
	Jun: 
	Jul: 
	Aug: 
	Sep: 
	Oct: 
	Nov: 
	Dec: 
	Jan: 
	Yes/No 1: Off
	Dedicate Diversion: 
	lease: Off
	verbal: Off
	written: Off
	Yes/No 2: Off
	Yes/No 3: Off
	Yes/No 4: 2
	ownership: Off
	Access: See Attachment 11 to accompanying Application to Appropriate Water
	Affected Users: No known diverters.
	Date: Nov. ___, 2017
	Location: Watsonville, California


